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ABSTRACT  

The aim of this paper is to bring to light and into public domain of Research production in African Studies with respect to Africa-India Proximity time-capsuled 

in the World of forlorn History through researched qualitative Series. 

In this context, one gets reminded of the ancient Greek philosopher Zeno of Elea who had attempted to solve the problem of summing an Infinite Series to 

achieve a finite result but rejected it as the permanent impossibility with the result of Zeno's paradox. Later on in time, Aristotle proposed an alternative 

philosophical resolution of Zeno‘s paradox to which practical shape was given by Archimedes through Archimedes-method of exhaustion that an infinite number 

of progressive subdivisions could be performed to achieve any finite result.  

Following above Archimedean-lead, the pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on the Vedic-period-earth, in short communication style vide 

lovely wide abstracts vide lonely wide history have been scientifically produced by this Author with the justification of ‗Science & Scientific Multi-

disciplinarians‘ being familiar parametric epithets that one attaches to applaud and it was so common too in the pre-historic ages to refer to Science (Scientia) as 

Theology or Theology as Science per se . 

This Paper has preferred the Short Communication Style, otherwise called the amazing Short Messaging Service (SMS) as the Research‘s acclimatization to pure 

Abstract-orientation based on the Archimedean-lead or Archimedes-method of a number of progressive subdivisions yielding finality or finiteness as the only 

way out of the remote infinity as applied to the lonely wide history abstorted. 

Keywords:Africa, India, Lovely, Proximity, Scientia, Series, Vedic, Wide, Zeno   

1. INTRODUCTION  

What constituted the title theme of Africa-India Proximity Series? The material concerned has come to see light of the day vide the published ‗Super 

Six Series‘ (SSS) of mine in my self-directed research productivity listed below to count to believe instantaneously. In other words, the pre-historic 

intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on Vedic-period-earth in short communication style‘s lovely wide abstracts of the lonely wide History 

abstorted. It is not going to be an exaggeration to say that the History of the Planet Earth is sounding ‗infinite‘ ab initio and/or landing us on the 

‗Infinity‘ called History! But, the collective efforts of wisdom of the mankind in a team-spirit confrontation with rational challenges which are like 

stepping-stones led to successes all the while from generation to generation of the mankind on the Earth . 

2. THE ARCHIMEDEAN-LEAD’S SSS (SUPER SIX SERIES) 

The ancient Greek philosopher Zeno of Elea considered the problem of summing an infinite series to achieve a finite result, but rejected it as 

impossibility (Lindberg, David, 2007). The result was Zeno's paradox. After Zeno‘s days, there came the Aristotle‘s proposal with a philosophical 

resolution of the Zeno‘s paradox but was apparently left in dark unresolved until taken up by Archimedes. Here, one should notice that there is a change 

of generations of the mankind from Zeno to Aristotle to Archimedes in the History of the Earth.   

It was through Archimedes's method of exhaustion that an infinite number of progressive subdivisions could be performed to achieve a finite result 

(Kline, 1990).  
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<fig. Archimedes born c. 287 BCE, Syracuse, Sicily [Italy]—died 212/211 BCE, Syracuse> 

source:<https://www.britannica.com/biography/Archimedes> 

The following do constitute the The Archimedean- lead’s SSS (Super Six Series). 

Paper One  

Feasible Research Proposal:: Pre-historic Intra-continental Africa India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth  

Paper Two  

Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period-Earth‘s Vedic Corridors of Vedic Missiology  

Paper Three  

Pre-Historic Intra-Continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth Viewed from Alfred Wegener‘s Pro-Universals  

Paper Four  

Pre-Historic Intra-Continental Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period-Earth: A Function of PANS-Domain and OMLAR-Codomain  

Paper Five  

Pre-Historic Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period-Earth: Homogenizing Values Amidst Heterogeneous Variables Bon a 

Spencer  

Paper Six Pre-Historic Intra-Continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth Viewed from Albert Einstein‘s Human Cognitive 

Intellect on Global Geography Avant-Garde  

https://www.britannica.com/place/Sicily
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Archimedes
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Therefore, the respective Abstracts of Research Papers go to serve the titled cause and purpose of “SHORT COMMUNICATION STYLE’S LOVELY 

WIDE ABSTRACTS” instrumentally. Hence, altogether a comprehensible reproduction in place, size and shape with a difference of space, time.and 

interest. And, certainly lead to constitute another new Research paper on the lines suggested by the Archimedean-lead aforementioned.  

3. SHORT COMMUNICATION STYLE OF THE SSS 

The job of the main text of the Short Communication Style  is like that of a defrocked mirror to the face providing visible Abstracts with respective 

Titles as carriers of thematic alliances in successive progressions of  revelations running deep into Africa-India‘s unearthed Proximity  which all 

resembles that of still waters running deep in an Oceanography‘s skilled-mysterious-Research-Project‘s Study.     

3.1   Paper one’s Abstract: 

Feasible Research Proposal:: Pre-historic Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth  

We come across Forest Flowers, Garden Flowers, Nursery Flowers, Backyard‘s Vegetable Flowers and so also, the particular Divine Flowers 

originating from respective buds with prescription for several kinds of occasions. If we say that a flower is like Research Paper, the bud becomes 

Research Proposal. Analogically extended, a bud is folded ‗closed‘ on all sides inwardly concealing botanical merits and cannot become flower 

‗opened‘ on all sides outwardly.  

This is exactly my way to look at a feasible Research Proposal to differentiate beforehand from an aftermath called the Optimal Research Series! 

Research Papers may get publicity blown out of proportions at times. Reasons found are such as an exaggerated achievement 

/secrecy/confidentiality/protection/security/public-private-partnership(PPP)/competition/ right-of-sole proprietorship/registration in agreement/conflict 

of interests/coauthors‘ decree/political pressures/guest-actor guidance/termed-privacy in cooperative struggle. 

But, it is not to be so with a Research Proposal in bulky isolation. A Research Proposal, when highlighted in a befitting manner marking up to the level 

of a global advantage in potential, it is considered a wise prospectus against a timed out black idea. Concerning the Africa-India Proximity Series on the 

Vedic Period Earth for a feasible Research Proposal, an attempt is made to construct its salient features numbering five chiefly, the Subject, Object, 

Importance, Uses and Applications to stand up as a classic and white Research Proposal per se !! 

3.2   Paper Two’s Abstract  

Prehistoric Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period-Earth’s Vedic Corridors of Vedic Missiology  

At best, mankind goes on and on in belief of Living Supremacy but gets sized down to a drop of water in the Ocean. Mere mention of Ocean is a 

pointer enough to universal phenomenon within the Divine‘s startups such as Stars, Oceans & Mountains besides Earth's landscape sailing on 

spreadsheet of Seafloor, rocky Continents floating on micro-soft-fluid-Mantle, diamond-hard-Planets of macro-size revolving, rotating and swimming 

around pulling out Earth‟s core-geology causing Quakes, Tsunami, Plate tectonics, Continental drift, Lava fountains and Solar-Lunar-eclipses. Living 

Supremacy has been practically a working tool in our hands attracting our mindset to concentrate on the Science of Divine Firsts & Divine‘s Startups! 

Mankind struggles to discipline academically studied scientific intelligence across the Universal Laws of Super Vedic Perfection of Divine Wisdom. It 

has been already famous that Researchers work in cooperation with a respecter of Universal Laws. This paper takes its inspiration from the recent Delhi 

(North India) University Researchers‟ attestation to the existence of Vedic population whose texts date back to 8,000 BC. And, my target-poised 

research aims at observed roles of Divine‘s Supervision of apolitical Dynasties during Vedic-Period-Earth‘s sealed and scaled Vedic Corridors running 

across Ocean with Vedic populaces promoting Vedic missiology led by series of apolitical Dynasties all along . 

3.3   Paper Three’s Abstract  

Pre-Historic Intra-Continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth Viewed from Alfred Wegener’s Pro-Universals  

This paper has chosen its platform on which Alfred Wegener had advanced his fast-track research-method as a German Professor looking at many pro-

proximity universals in geographic locations nurtured by the Cosmic Nature‘s identical species inhabiting the Earth / Vedic Soil from the beginning of 

prehistoric times. The Professor must have been ignited by the Nature‘s configured terrestrial fauna and flora with remnants of material-life-objects 

facilitated by occurrences of fossil organisms which are the geologically altered remains and/or conceptacles of once-living organisms before and after 

the separation of the Continental rocks, say, not man-made at all . His Excellency Alfred Wegener came up driving home his down-to-Earth hypothesis 

of prefixed „Continental Drift‟ as one of the pro-Universals akin to a mathematical lemma with deemed-proof in light of the paleontological wonders , 

say again, not man-made at all but of his times. Yet, fossils of identical plants and animals were taken as the pro-Universals by Wegener (1880-1930), 

while inspired by ancestral Indo-European settlers belonging twined to Germans‟ Vedic roots of Indo-European language family as pioneers of Vedic-

Research since 1846 AD on Rig-Veda by Rudolph von Roth (1821-1895) and Max Mueller (1823-1900) known as the Veda Vyasa of the Kali Yuga.  

3.4   Paper Four’s Abstract  

Pre-Historic Intra-Continental Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period-Earth: A Function of PANS-Domain and OMLAR-Codomain  
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This is study of Africa-India Proximity on the Vedic-period-Earth by means of the specific knowledge of the Greek word Pan with implied sense of 

All/Entire/Whole. No wonder, Pan alone counts on the Vedic Universe of OMLAR (Ocean, Mountain, Land, Atmosphere, Rock) giving rise to the 

irrevocable four Pans‘ Panthalassa, Pantheism, Pangaea and Pangenesis. Also, it accounts for all continental Geographies / Humans / Creatures for 

Proximity Series in research lookout. Proximity Series‘ insight is escalated viewing from all-inclusive-breathed-out Vedic Knowledge elevating Earth 

as Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) bringing into play exponential power of Pan for material comprehension. Overall, the crux of matter is four Pans 

being invokers of SVC which functions as the many-one relationship between Pan‘s domain of above four irrevocables and OMLAR-codomain. 

Keywords: Africa, Conceptacle, Domain, Function,  

3.5   Paper Five’s Abstract  

Pre-Historic Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on Vedic Period-Earth: Homogenizing Values Amidst Heterogeneous Variables Bon a 

Spencer  

The expression "bon à penser", is widely used in several University Departments of Social Sciences with the most common English translation in the 

academic literature meaning that which is "good to think with". This paper is specific on African-Indian basketry of the heterogeneous variables 

managed by homogenizing values. Hence bon a spencer! Bearing in mind that it is the Vedic-period-earth for the proximity of Africa-India‘s 

prevalence over the conundrum of heterogeneous variables throughout the triad of peoples, languages and kingdoms on one hand, while overshadowing 

the other, the next shadow was of inevitable homogenization of existing values, processes and integrals in terms of sociological institutions, systems, 

methods, practices and harmonies. Yet nuances did indeed have a chance to sprout with seeds sprouting time after time from the causes and effects 

between the enjoined heterogeneous differences amidst nutritious and meritorious homogeneous processes like a beehive of homogeneity that 

outweighed heterogeneity. The Vedic geo-homogeneity-cum-geo-Vedic-heterogeneity‘s bi-tri-quartic dimensionalities do matter for super official 

research, if not superficial. Forensics like geo-Vedic homogeneity of geo-graphic heterogeneity, Vedic holy trinity‘s homogeneity-in-heterogeneity, 

Vedic syncretism & hieroglyphs‘ homogeneity-in-heterogeneity and Vedic-geo-homogeneity-cum-geo-Vedic-heterogeneity as diverse array of Africa-

India proximity bon a spencer.  

3.6   Paper Six’s Abstract  

Pre-Historic Intra-Continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-Period-Earth Viewed from Albert Einstein’s Human Cognitive Intellect on 

Global Geography Avant-Garde  

World welcomed German-born Physicist Albert Einstein‘s Energy-relationship in numerical intellect with Mass & Light‘s speed from scientific data 

compiled by fellow-Indian, Bose. Einstein alone announced that energy could be neither created nor destroyed, summarily from those data to scale-up 

to top order global brains. His brain has been preserved at Philadelphia Mutter Museum posthumously as specimen of human intellect on Global 

Geography where speed is enjoyed merrily and for Einstein‘s new way of thinking changes distant from current patterns. This author anatomized the 

micro-mind of Einstein to eke out an analogy upon considering that Mass is outweighed by Matter while Light of Spirit (other than Sun Light & 

Einstein‘s Light) transcends limits of Mind harbinging Religiosity in human intellect on global geography of Earth which, being the sole Super Vedic 

Conceptacle (SVC), rotates energized by solar radiation (Sun Light) in the Universe. Hence, Vedic Religiosity in the first place. This is the Vedic Order 

in everything including human bodies packed with Mind-Matter-Light-of-Spirit-Energy. So, bonds of Matter-Light of Spirit-Energy are indestructibly 

tuned to Vedic Religiosity Graduation (VRG) in human cognitive intellect.  

This manifests as linear transformation in human intellect into the VRG opening human intellect for theory and real-life applications vide macroscopic 

World on global geography rather than rare microscopic Einstein-throughput. Also, humans are mere nominees of the Vedic Order in varying calibre of 

VRG-pre-eminence characterized by differentials of physical conditions corroborating current pattern of scientific thought that earliest Homo sapiens 

arose in Africa at least 250,000 to 300,000 years ago, fossils and DNA revealed bearing in mind that it is the same Vedic-period-earth of the then intra-

continental pre-historic proximity of Africa-India‘s prevalence. This Paper is promoter of linear transformation as contracting with the non-destroyable 

VRG on global geography avant-garde.  

4. CONCLUSION 

The Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic Period Earth undertaken to be/as/for the Feasible Research Proposal is indeed a researchable 

Antiquarianism &HistoireTotale‘s raison d'être owing to the fact that the Vedic Period‘s First Family known as the Eternal &DivineVasu-

DaivaKutumbakam was harbored by the then celestial-body-Planet namely the Earth. So much so, a great deal of legally defended evidence(s) is/are 

available even now-a-days for scholarly pursuits not only in India but also all over the rest of the Continents. Moreover, it has been said that our 

modern World is a Global Village which is a catchword in the wake of Globalization in the recent past heard and heralded by all of us as the global 

citizens. And, therefore no gainsaying the fact that the ancient world too handed us the ancestral catchword of the Vasu-Daiva-Kutumbakam, especially 

in advocacy of fact that all of us in the past-present-future generations can claim connecting roots to the Vasu-Daiva-Kutumbakam!!When the Vedas / 

Vedic Knowledge is given due recognition in our modern scientific time by our Nuclear Scientists / Space Explorers / Bio-technologists / Chemical 

Engineers / Extra-terrestrial-Life Investigators / Deep Space Stations, it is but natural for them to have recourse to the crux of Vedic Perspectives. Such 

as the Vedic Creation, Vedic Literature and Vedic Philosophy which constituted the Vedic Earth. This may appear inconclusive without the tabulation 
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of the chain of ―Sir Names‖ of Vedic-Period-Earth‘s Apolitical Dynasties in Vedic time series emanating from the Africa-India Proximity in the midst 

of cosmic fissions and fusions paving the way to the configured Ocean‘s Vedic Dvipas (colloidal bottom surfaces for collisions) of which the 

Kushadvipa matters most with the Vedic Jambudvipa from the merit of view of the ancient Vedic Bharat Varsha. Within the Vedic Universe, there 

created/formed a central mountain surrounded by vast Ocean at its bottom and further accommodating several Earth-like Planets upwards toward its 

crest. On the Planet Earth, we are the lively inhabitants as old, older , the oldest and nascent human generations wholesome consuming Water, Oxygen, 

Fire and the solar heat under a distant Sky-dome of Stars, Sun and Moon prima facie. So, let us support the authority of the Vedas. 

Furthermore, the pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on Vedic-period-earth constitute a function of Pans-domain & OMLAR-

codomain. Here, the Pans are the four irrevocable Panthalassa, Pantheism, Pangaea & Pangenesis whereas the OMLAR being the Ocean, Mountain, 

Land, Atmosphere & Rock. It is also truesome that the OMLAR can be the domain to the Pans-codomain and twin-truths do substantiate that the Pans 

and the OMLAR are two sides of the same coin SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle), i.e., our Earth. This is surely accurate taking into consideration the 

fact of Pantheism-India‘s-context of the Almighty Ganesh which says that the Earth per se is the Almighty Ganesh Himself as per the Vedic narratives. 

After all, when Veda is said to have been a heard-in-the-ears resource of human knowledge foundation, the mankind fared well in physcicalization of 

the Vedic knowledge as a written-faculty-material-resource. The mankind developed and innovated a host of knowledge tools such as syncretism, 

glyphs with transliterations, transliterated graphemes, hieroglyphic variations, determinatives, text-dramas, grammatical and semantic debates, images, 

sentence fragments, artifacts, architecture, drawings for syncretism, transliterations, etymological origins, anthropological literatures, hieroglyphs, 

symbolic items, archaeology of paintings, zoomorphic symbols, standard orthographic writings and drawings which have been instrumental for the 

relevance of comprehensive research output . The pre-historic intra-continental Africa-India proximity series on the Vedic-period-earth is an indagation 

of homogenizing values‘ basketry-conundrum amidst heterogeneous variables‘ conundrum-basketry.  

‗The Pre-historic Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-period-Earth‖ when viewed from Albert Einstein‘s human cognitive 

intellect on global geography constitutes a non-controversial avant-garde. Acceding to him, human role-cum-functional duty is responsibility given by 

the mysterious God whom he addresses as the Old One. He realized the responsibility is both emotional true Science & true Art yet He remains the 

mysterious Old One. Germans had easy access to many Sanskrit Universities in Germany and Einstein was a born-German. In terms of the Vedic-

period-earth‘s systems approach to the knowledge of human origins, human organizations, human histories, human kingdoms, human languages and 

human populations, unquestionable Vedic evidence is available as observed from the ancestral Indo-European settlers belonging twined to Germans‟ 

Vedic roots of Indo-European language family as pioneers of Vedic-Research since 1846 AD on Rig-Veda by Rudolph von Roth (1821-1895) and Max 

Mueller (1823-1900) , known as the Veda Vyasa of the Kali Yuga.  
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